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Gratitude is the Greener Side (Lyrics)    (side note in parenthesis) 

 

Intro: 

 

Peace. This goes out to all the folks out there who believed in uniting the West coast and East Coast, 

Hiphop, Rap, Music, Art, Culture, Expression. Believing in people. And also to all the folks who believe in 

uniting Abrahamic faiths, Islam, Jewish Religion, Christianity, Krishna Consciousness, One Love peace… 

 

Chorus: (4 times) 

 

Gratitude is the greener side,  

workin’ with the word everyday,  

to keep my mind right… 

 

Verse 1: 

We really appreciated everyone who recognizes real truth 

L.O.V.E. teeth tooth feet foot speak proof 

Showin’ and provin’ the word that saved us from the hater persecutes 

To us because we settled with the real truth  

(? Reality is Absolute mental transparency… not just e-mails or texts folks?..but of 

course that’s where the evidence sits…so props to the Freedom fighters…and God help us ) 

 

Ain’t mad, because we know we right to find love 

Understand know the clock Puddin’ said to build the knowledge of self build or destroy 

G.O.D. at work within crackin’ strongholds for peace so WE win 
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Collective effort for us all to learn beyond the sleeper loop (spiritual warfare mental cycles loops) 

All respect due to every thought that teaches people youth 

The bottom up mentality cultural reality 

We pray the future 4 will find love as a formality 

 

No end in sight doesn’t sit right 

Always a chance to peace if you can breathe  

So 54’s’ll eat right 

He’s like me mission “Joi De Vivre” peep the steez  glad we be 

And never stop rappin’ to tha beat right 

 

Chorus: (4 times) 

 

Gratitude is the greener side,  

workin’ with the word everyday,  

to keep my mind right… 

 

Verse 2 

 

Chill… word, break it down cypha style rhymatic raps giving thanks to Brothahood..I saaaayyyy… 

right about now globally rockin’ getting’ rest 

respect the love we passed a test to manifest… 

to invest..gotta be somebody O.D.B may he rest  

mutually in agreements bout’ tha necessary best 

carry on daily Rap soufflé’s stay blessed 
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and from “on High” never cook it no excuse in our opinion 

till the fun things set 

awake the loose leaf simple life and the rhymes off your chest… 

 

(Spoken word) 

We already know how it ends Divine appointments all within the G.O.D. the mission friends… 

exhaustion is no trophy we gotta learn knowledge of self…build or destroy peace…. 

 

 

Chorus: (4 times) 

 

Gratitude is the greener side,  

workin’ with the word everyday,  

to keep my mind right… 

 

 

 

(side note about the “Running game”…”division quest”…”no end in sight”… 

We know guys  … Special people are here to teach… 

 Don’t worry, Global media powers see through the lie…Love (build) will win…it has to… 

God created Rap…Cyphas…Building…started from a spiritual empowerment…God’s thrown… 

”using scorecards for kindling”…peace and blessings…be encouraged…and prayers to all parts of the 

world….1…peace) 
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